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Abstract 

The reliability of the traffic signal in the intersection is extremely important to the safe 

and orderly urban traffic. In this paper, basing on the Classics Petri Nets, we put forward 

a kind of Extended Colored Petri Nets with the inhibitory and enable arc, so we built the 

traffic control model based on the improved Petri Nets to ensure the safe and orderly 

traffic; the model can reflect the dynamic process of intersection and realize the detection 

and processing of “green conflict”. From the angle of logical equivalence, we use digital 

logic circuit to simulate the traffic model which is built based on the Extended Colored 

Petri Nets with the inhibitory and enable arc. The simulation results show that the model 

based on improved Petri Nets can effectively detect and adjust “green conflict” together 

with other potential safety risks; also verify the validity of the Extended Colored Petri 

Nets and the traffic control model. 

 

Keywords: Reliability of traffic signal, Extended Colored Petri Nets, green conflict, 
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1. Introduction 

With the acceleration of urbanization in recent years, the structure of road network 

becomes more and more complex, how to make full use of road resource and to ensure 

effective traffic is particularly important. With new theories and technologies applied in 

the traffic control system increasingly, groups of efficient traffic control system are 

formed. The traffic safety is the primary factor, therefore the reliability of the traffic 

control system is very important; reliable traffic control signal system is primary way to 

take full advantage of the road resource and ensure the safety and order of traffic. 

In the traffic control system, Petri Nets model not only can conveniently describe the 

synergy, competitiveness and synchronization, it also may change the structure of nets, 

the logic, opportunity, harmony of  the traffic system, and the assumed input stream[1]. 

Therefore, it is feasible to model traffic control system by Petri Nets. On the one hand, it 

can reflect the variable process of the traffic flow under normal circumstance; on the other 

hand, it can realize the detection of “green conflict” and regulate the system to the right 

phase automatically, then guarantee the safety of the intersection. 

While, the traditional Petri Nets cannot describe the data stream accurately; and lack of 

hierarchy system, so people introduced Advanced Petri Nets on the basis of Classics Petri 

Nets, such as the Color Petri Nets proposed in the reference [3, 4], it is fully capable to 

describing the data through classifying for tokens, in this way it could realize the folding 

of the net system and then reduce its complexity. Even though, the Color Petri Nets is not 

better than the Classics Petri Nets in simulation capability, it cannot model the systems 

with special characters. In order to improve the simulation capability, the Extended Petri 

Nets was introduced on the basis of Advanced Petri Nets, it can enhance the simulation 

ability by increasing the elements of the net system, such as the Petri Nets with 

inhibitory-arc and enable-arc proposed in reference [7], the inhibitory-arc can control the 
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transition’s order of occurrence, and describe the precedence relationship between events. 

So this kind of Petri Nets is able to describe the system that has the property of priority. In 

this paper we use the Place to represent data and control information; the inhibitory-arc 

can strengthen the simulation capability to the priority of events. Finally, the Extended 

Colored Petri Nets with the Inhibitory and Enable Arc can describe the system with 

priority, at the same time, and it also can make the model more clear and concise. 

 

2. Extended Colored Petri Nets with the Inhibitory and Enabling Arc 
 

2.1. Syntactic Structure  

  Definition1. ,t p P p t F     · ,it denotes the common pre-set of transitions 

called t. ,t p P t p F     · ,it denotes the common post-set of transitions called t. 

,It p P p t I      ,it denotes the inhibitory set of transitions called t. 

,Et p P p t E     ,it denotes the enabling set of transitions called t. 

  Definition2. The Petri Net with the Inhibitory and Enabling Arc is a six tuple 

, ,P T F I E M      . 

N P T F     denotes a net, M  represents the current mark of the net system, 

I P T   represents finite set of inhibitor arcs, E P T   represents finite set of 

enable arcs; and they satisfy the 

relationship  I E F   (namely,    :p P t T p t F p t I        ). 

1)  t T  

A. If what points to it is inhibitory arcs and satisfies the following two conditions: 

a)    : 1p P p t F M p                         (1) 

b)    :p P p t I M p                          (2) 

So the transition t marked currently by M would occur, written as M t  . 

B. If what points to it is enabling arcs and satisfies the following two conditions: 

a)    : 1p P p t F M p                         (3) 

b)    : 1p P p t E M p                         (4) 

So the transition t marked currently by M would occur, written as M t  . 

2) If M t  , transition t  would change the mark M into a new mark M  : 

     

     

 

1

1

M p if p t F t p F

M M p if t p F p t F

M p others

   

  



  


     



              (5) 

From this formula, we know that the differences of the transition occurring conditions 

between the inhibitory and enable arcs embody at the formulas (2) and (4). The formula 

(5) conveys that the changes of current mark are same as the circumstance that delete the 

inhibitory and enable arcs from the net systems. 

From the definition.2, we see that the inhibitory and enable arcs is just play a control 

role in whether the transition with occurring condition occurred in the prototype Petri nets 

sense, once it occurred, they do not influence the current mark changing caused by it. We 

can use them to describe the system that needs the judge of priority right and resolve the 

randomness of the transition occurring in Petri nets [2]. For example, in the fig.3, the 

inhibitory arc derived from the Place of “green conflicts” Pg made the system to firstly 

judge whether some transition of Tg1~Tg8 is triggered or not, and then judges whether the 
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transitions which represent the vehicles’ motion(straight on or turning left) of each 

intersection are triggered or not. 

  Definition3. Extended Colored Petri Nets with The Inhibitory and Enable Arc is a 

ten-tuple F I EP T F C W I W E W M            . 

Among it, 

(1) N P T F    Represents a net. 

(2) “C ” represents a finite set of color; and  1 2 3 4 kC c c c c c   . 

(3)  FW F L C


   Denotes a mapping relationship from a finite set to the colors set. 

(4) I P T  Represents a finite set of inhibitory arcs. E P T   represents finite set 

of enable arcs, and I E   ,  I E F   . 

(5)  IW I C C C     Denotes a mapping relationship from the inhibitory set I to 

the proper subset C’ of the colors set C. 

(6)  M P L C   Denotes a mapping relationship from the Place to the color domain 

function. 

  In the above definition, WF, WI and WE denote the weight functions that are defined in 

the finite arc set F, the inhibitory arc set I and the enabling arc set E respectively. L(C) is 

Non-negative integer coefficient linear function defined in the colors set C. L(C) + is a 

sub-set of  L(C) ,its coefficients are  not all zero. 

1) t T    

A. If what points to it is inhibitory arcs and satisfied the following two conditions: 

a)      Fp P p t F M p W p t                  (6) 

b)       Ip P p t I L M p W C            (7) 

So transition t marked currently by M would occur, written as M t  . 

B. If what points to it is enabling arcs and satisfied the following two conditions: 

a)      Fp P p t F M p W p t                  (8) 

b)       Ep P p t E L M p W C               (9) 

So transition t marked currently by M would occur, written as M t  . 

  Among the above definition,    L M p C  ,namely, L′(M(p)) represents a set 

composed by elements CK(CKC); and CK(CKC) represent non-zero coefficients of 

linear equation of M(p).   

3) If M t  , transition t  would change the mark M into a new mark M  : 

   

   

     

 

F

F

F F

M p W p t p t t

M p W p t p t t
M

M p W p t W p t p t t

M p others

  

  


    







 





· ·

· ·

· ·

-

-

-
       (10) 

From the formula (7), we can draw such a conclusion, when the transitions connect 

with the inhibitory arcs, the transitions may occur just only as there is no intersection 

between the colors set on the inhibitory arcs and the colors sets on the Place which is 

connected. Similarly, from the formula (9), we can draw such a conclusion also, when the 

transitions connect with the enabling arcs, the transitions may occur just only as the colors 

set on the enabling arcs is contained in the colors set on the Place which is connected. 

From the definition.3, we can draw the following conclusions. Comparing it with 

Classics Petri Nets, the Extended Colored Petri Nets with the Inhibitory and Enabling Arc 
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have an abundant weight functions on their Arcs and tokens on their Place, they also can 

include a variety of colors. Even though the definition of this kind of Petri Net is 

complicated, it can make the complex system modeling brief and clear to a certain extent. 

Such as the Figure 3, the colors set on the Place PE is C={S, L, C1}, it needs two Places to 

respectively describe the green lights of straight-on or turning left at eastern crossroad if 

by Classics Petri Nets, nevertheless, only one Place can solve this problem by the 

Extended Colored Petri Nets, so in this way the complexity of the model is reduced 

extremely. 

 

2.2. Graphical Notations 

The Extended Colored Petri Nets with Inhibitory Arc and Enabling Arc can be 

described by directed graph with weight factor. Graphic elements include Place, transition 

and arcs; and arcs include Inhibitory Arc, Enabling Arc and directed Arc. Place is the 

element that describe state, it is represented with a circle, the different colors of token in 

the Place represent different objects or information; Transition is the element that describe 

variation, it is represented with rectangle; the weight functions on the directed arc are 

described by linear expression of colors set; the arc derived from Place to Transition and a 

hollow dot on arc denote the inhibitory-arc, the arc derived from Place to Transition and a 

solid dot on arc denote the enable-arc, a subset of colors set to denotes the weight function 

on the inhibitory-arc and enable-arc. As the Fig.1 shows, it describes a brief Extended 

Colored Petri Nets with The Inhibitory and Enable Arc. 

 

 

Figure 1. Extended Colored Petri Nets with the Inhibitory and Enable Arc 

In the above-mentioned figure, the transition T1’s
 
pre-set ·t is P1 and its post-set t· is 

P4, the Place P3 is connected with the enable-arc. On the current mark, the token of Place 

P1 is M(P1)=a+3b, the weight function of the directed arc from the Place P1 to the 

transition T1 is WF(P1,T1)=2b, therefore M(P1)≥WF(P1,T1);while the token of Place P3 

that is connected with the transition T1 through an enable-arc is M(P3)=2a+b, from it we 

know that L′(M(P3))={a, b},at the same time WE(C)={a}, so ( ( 3)) ( )EL M P W C' is 

established. In conclusion, the transition T1 can occur. Once the transition T1 occurred, 

the token of the Place P1 would change to M(P1)=a+b, at the same time the token of P4 

would change to M(P4)=c, however the token of P3 would not change. We can conclude 

that the occurrence of a transition usually just involved some adjacent and not all tokens 

of the Places. Similarly, according to triggering condition of the transition described in 

definition 3, the transition T2 does not own occurring right. 
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2.3. Model Simulation 

The “green conflict” detection model is basing on a Extended Petri Nets——Colored 

Petri Nets with The Inhibitory and Enable Arc in this paper. Because it extend the 

definition of the traditional  Petri Nets, so the existed simulation tools such as CPN Tools 

and Tina that used for the traditional Petri Nets model simulation cannot verify the 

extended Petri Nets model. Basing on logic equivalence principle, we adopt digital logic 

hardware circuit to analysis the model. There are three elements in the Petri Nets: Place, 

Transition and Arc. The Place is used for storing token, so we can use trigger to realize it; 

the Transition can be replaced by logic gates; the wire can be replaced by the Arc. In this 

way, each element in the Petri Nets is mapped to the corresponding digital logic hardware 

circuit. So the digital logic circuit can simulate the model. If we assign initial value to 

logic circuit, the working process of the circuit system is same as the operation of the 

Petri Nets, the output of the circuit system would be the final result of the model, and thus 

we use digital logic circuit to imitate the running process of the Petri Nets model. 

 

3. Modeling and Verifying of the Traffic Control Signal System 
 

3.1. Model of the System 

Naturally, vehicles would be allowed to pass only one direction of crossroad at a given 

time. But, “green conflict” and other abnormalities may happen when the traffic control 

signal system gets disturbed. It may result in traffic accidents and even threat to the safety 

of the people if we cannot detect or solve these problems. Therefore it is significant to 

detect and conduct “green conflict” and other abnormalities. In this paper we build a 

model of the common crossroads to realize detection and adjustment of the “green 

conflict”. 

  Under normal circumstances, the control system can only run one green light phase 

at one moment. The control system perhaps comes into being “green conflict” because of 

outside interference or system software reliability, the vehicles’ movement direction 

would be perpendicular at a given time, this phenomenon can be explained by the 

following example. There is a crossroad; A, B, C and D respectively represent its east, 

south, west and north, AC represents straight-on direction from east to west, while CA 

represents straight-on direction from west to east, other and so on. Now, there are six 

green-conflicting states with AC, these states include BD, DB, CD(left-turn), 

DA(left-turn), BC(left-turn) and AB(left-turn). Among them, BC(left-turn) and 

AB(left-turn) are perhaps green-conflicting with AC indirectly if AC direction and CA 

direction are both allowed at the same time; while “green conflict” with BD(not including 

the state that green-conflict with AC ) includes DA(left-turn), AB(left-turn) and 

CD(left-turn). Usually the traffic of crossroad is controlled by 4-phase signal or 8-phase 

signal. For general crossroad, 4-phase signal will be able to ensure a high traffic rate so 

we choose 4-phase. Figure 2 shows a crossroad traffic control system by 4-phase. 
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Figure 2. 4-Phase Control System of Crossroad 

 

3.2. Modeling 

By modeling a crossroad traffic control system based on the Extended Colored Petri 

Nets with The Inhibitory and Enable Arc, it can realize the detection and adjustment of 

“green conflict”. According to the actual traffic condition, we set west-east direction as 

the trunk road in the model, i.e., once “green conflict” appears at the west-east direction 

and north-south direction, the west-east direction have crossing priority after adjustment. 

When the “green conflict” of the system appears, the light of corresponding crossroad 

could be yellow flickering. If the system can return to normal, then all lights become red 

and the system comes back to the initial phase (i.e., phase 1). In order to simplify the 

model and fit reality, the “green conflict” of the same crossroad caused by equipment 

hardware failure is not considered here. Figure 3 shows model of the system. 

(a) phase-1 
{b} 

（c）phase-3 （d）phase-4 

（b）phase-2 
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Figure 3. Model of Detecting “Green Conflict”  

In the model, PE represents the state of the signal light at crossroad east, its color set is 

C={S,L,C1}, S and L respectively represents the green light signal of straight-on and 

left-turn at crossroad east, while C1 shows that green light at crossroad east is on. The 

transition TES and TEL signify that the vehicles are running straight-on or left-turn at 

crossroad east; PEout means that the vehicles are allowed to leave from the crossroad east; 

Pg represents the Place of “green conflict”; Tg1~Tg8 are used to detect whether there is 

“green conflict” in the system, the Place Pg has a color value g or g1 if one of Tg1~Tg8 

occurred, so this result means that “green conflict” happened. PYEW and PYNS 

respectively stand for signal of yellow light flickering at west-east direction and 
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north-south direction of the crossroad, their color set is C={b}. The Place Pred represents 

the all-red signal of the system. P1, P2, P3 and P4 respectively indicate the occurring 

permission authority of the four phases, the system runs this phase if the Place has a color 

a. Tr represents the initial transition, the system would come back to the initial phase once 

it occurred. Tc1, Tc2 represent the control signals of yellow flickering, they occurred 

when “green conflict” is detected in the system, then the Place PYEW and PYNS have the 

color b, the color b stands for the color of transition which control green conflict 

processing. Td1 and Td2 are Transitions which deal with “green conflict”. Td1 will occur 

firstly when the token of PYEW accumulates to 2b, and then the Place Pred will have the 

color b, and the system run into the state of all-red. At the same time, on one hand one of 

Tm1~Tm4 occurred, on the other hand it makes Tf5 able. When one of Tm1~Tm4 

occurred, the token of corresponding Place P1~P4 is removed, namely, the current 

system’s phase is wiped off; when the Transition Tf5 occurred, the token of the Place Pred 

could add a color t5, this color would enable Tr to occur and make the system come back 

to the initial state. Tf1~Tf4 represent a clock pulse generator which is controlled by central 

control system. Transition T1, T2, T3 and T4 mean that the changing between each phase. 

Under normal circumstances (no “green conflict” happen), that Place P1 owns token a 

means running the phase 1, so Tf1 occurred. At every t1 time interval, transition Tc1 will 

occur one time and token in Place P1 will be added t1. After time interval of (n1*t1), the 

token in P1 would change to (n1*t1+a). At the same time, T1 is enabling. After T1 has 

been triggered, P1 lose the token a; and P2 get the token a. So the system will run into 

phase 2. 

 

3.3. Model Simulation 

Basing on logical equivalence principle, we use the Verilog HDL to describe the 

above-mentioned model. The input signals of the system are PEinw, PSinw, PWinw and 

PNinw, they respectively represent the state of signal lights in the east-crossroad, 

south-crossroad, west-crossroad and north-crossroad, they are stored by a 24-bit register 

respectively, every 4-bit is as a unit and it is divided into six parts. The six units store C4 

C3 C2 C1 S L from MSB to LSB. Among them, C1, C2, C3 and C4 respectively represent 

green-light signal in the east-crossroad, west-crossroad, south-crossroad and 

north-crossroad, while L and S represent that the green-light signal for straight-on and 

left-turn are on. The output signal of the system are “green conflict” signal (Pgout), the 

yellow flickering signal of west-east direction (PYEWtoken), the yellow flickering signal 

of north-south direction (PYNStoken), the all-red signal (Predout) and the current phase 

signal of the system (Pnout) respectively. Among them, that the first-bit of Pnout is 1 

indicates that the current system is running in phase 1, that the second-bit of it is 1 show 

that the system exists in phase 2, and so on. The simulation result of the overall operation 

of the system is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. The Simulation Result of the Overall Operation of the System 
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From Figure 4, when the system begin to run, PEinw equals to 000110 and PWinw 

equals to 001010 ,these mean that the current system is running in phase 1 and the 

green-light stands for west-east direction straight-on. In the following period of time, if 

there is no “green conflict”, the system turns sequentially from phase 1 to the next state. 

But during the phase 1, if PEinw equals to “000101” (allowing left-turn in the 

east-crossroad) and PWinw equals to “001010” (allowing straight-on in west-crossroad), 

this means that the “green conflict” occurred in the system. Soon afterwards, the system 

detected the phenomenon, now Pgout equals to 1, the yellow flickering signals turn on, 

and then the system come into all-red mode. After a period of adjustment, the system 

comes back to the initial phase (phase 1). 

In order to analyze the simulation result clearly, we divide the picture into two sections. 

The first part is the normal running state which is shown in Figure 5. The second part is 

the operation state of “green conflict”, as shown in Figure 6 

 

 

Figure 5. The Simulation Result on Normal Circumstance 

  After the reset signal, the model begins to run. Firstly, that Pnout equals to 1 denotes 

that the current system is running in the phase 1, at the same time Pgout, PYEWtoken, 

PYNStoken, Predout are equal and their value equal to 0, that is to say there is no “green 

conflict”, therefore the system is running in the normal state. Four phases alternated 

sequentially, and each phase runs 10 clock cycles. 

 

 

Figure 6. The Simulation Result of “Green Conflict” 

From Figure 6, We can see occurrence of “green conflict” during the phase 1 and Pnout 

equals to 1, namely, that PEinw equals to 000101 means that the green signal of left-turn 

direction at east-crossroad is on ,and that PWinw equals to 001010 means that the green 

signal of straight-on direction at west-crossroad is on. After two clock cycles, that Pgout 

equals to1 means that the system has already detected the phenomenon of “green 

conflict”, so the system begin to adjust automatically. The signal PYEWtoken and Predout 

shows the concrete adjustment process,  that PYEWtoken don’t equal to 0 means yellow 
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flickering, and soon that Predout equals to 1 means all-red mode, so the vehicles do not 

be allowed to pass the two direction. During the adjustment stage of “green conflict”, the 

phases of the system no longer change alternately. Finally, the system perhaps will come 

back to the initial phase by fault processing module; and turn into the normal operating 

state at last. 
 

 

Figure 7. The Simulation Result of “Green Conflict on Asymmetric Phase” 

From Figure 7, We can see occurrence of “green conflict” during the phase 3 and Pnout 

equals to 4, namely, that PEinw equals to 000111 means that the green signals of 

straight-on and left-turn direction at east-crossroad is on ,and that PWinw equals to 

001001 means that the green signal of left-turn direction at west-crossroad is on. After 

two clock cycles, that Pgout equals to 1 means that the system has already detected the 

phenomenon of “green conflict” (“Asymmetric Green Conflict”), so the system begin to 

adjust automatically. The signal PYEWtoken and Predout shows the concrete adjustment 

process,  that PYEWtoken don’t equal to 0 means yellow flickering, and soon that 

Predout equals to 1 means all-red mode, so the vehicles do not be allowed to pass the two 

direction. During the adjustment stage of “green conflict”, the phases of the system no 

longer change alternately. Finally, the system perhaps will come back to the initial phase 

by fault processing module; and turn into the normal operating state at last. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, an Extended Colored Petri Nets with The Inhibitory and Enable Arc 

based on the Classics Petri Nets is presented, it takes advantage of Color Petri Nets to 

describe the control information of the system; the inhibitory-arc enhances the modeling 

capability and simplifies the model. This kind of method can not only describe the 

complex system but also make the mode more intuitive. We used it to build a traffic 

control model of the urban crossroad, and transform it into Verilog HDL description form. 

Finally, we verify the reliability of the model and achieve the goal as expected, .i.e., it can 

reflect the traffic flow on normal circumstance, and detect and adjust the “green conflict” 

on abnormal circumstance.  

In the future we will focus on the model-level division based on the Extended Colored 

Petri Nets with The Inhibitory and Enable Arc, and we intend to do more research on 

reliable, multi-functional and adaptive mode of regional traffic control system.  
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